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Since the definitive knee position of the edge pedestal 
is not always available in experiments, the edge 
parameters based on conceptual definition of the knee 
position at p=0.9 have been investigated. First the stored 
energy is discussed with decomposing it into the core and 
the pedestal. The core part ~),('ore is defined by 
fP=('Y 
WI' .core = Jp=o (p(p) - p(0.9))dV 
and the pedestal part is found by Wp,ped= ~)- ~},core . The 
database is accumulated from discharges with the same 
magnetic configuration at Rax=3.6m by scanning magnetic 
field (0.5 T ~ B ~ 2.9 T), density (1 X 10 19 
m'3~ iiI' ~6.7X 10 19 m,3) and NBI absorbed power (0.68 
MW ~ P ~ 4.7 MW). The explored regime is described by 
non-di mensional parameters as 1.6 X 10,3 <p *<7 X 10'3, 
6X 10,2<v*<10, 3.5X 1O'4<~<2.8X 10'2. The experimental 
data is processed by regression analysis using the set of 
three major parameters, (B, P, iiI') or (p *,v*,~). Here p* 
is the gyro-radius using the volume averaged temperature 
normalized by the minor radius a. ~ is the volume 
averaged value. The total stored energy is well scaled with 
W,/ci =0.090 BO.75 p0.4 iiI' 0.47, where the units of W/", B, P 
and iiI' are MJ, T, MW and 10 19m,3, respectively. This 
relation can be rephrased into 't E n DC p * -2.44 V * -0.13 ~ -{U)4 , 
which is roughly the same as ISS95. The core part and the 
pedestal part are scaled with Wp. ('O,./ cI 
0 .052Bo.72 pO.38 iiI' 0.53 and ~),pe/cI =0.039Bo.73 p0.47 ne(0.9)0.47, 
respectively (see Fig.1). In these expressions, the same B 
and P are used for the core and the pedestal throughout 
this study since the magnetic field does not change along 
the minor radius significantly and the absorbed power 
outside p=0.9 is quite small. The line averaged density 
iiI' is used in the core as well as in the total, and the 
density at p=0.9, ne(0.9), is used for the analysis of the 
pedestal. The non-dimensional parameters are estimated 
from the averaged quantities at p=O and p=0.9 for the core 
and the local quantities at p=0.9 for the pedestal. 
In the case with Ra.x;=3 .6 m, non-dimensional 
parameter dependence is also almost conserved as 
'tEQ DC P *-243 V *-{)1 0 ~-{) ()7 for the core and 
't EQ DC P *-260 V *-0.26 ~ 026 for the pedestal. This 
parametric study indicates that weak gyro-Bohm 
characteristics are observed robustly in the whole region of 
plasmas and suggests that the predominant transport 
mechanism does not change drastically in the core and the 
pedestal. These characteristics support exclusion of an 
offset linear scaling as in tokamak H-mode, which is based 
on the assumption that the stored energy in the pedestal is 
independent of the heating power. The electron 
temperature at p=0.9 is also surveyed and found to be 
scaled by Te sci (0.9) =94Bo.np0,47ne(0.9r05:', where the unit 
of Te is e V (see Fig.2). This scaling expression indicates 
that the edge pressure, the product of Il l' and Te, is not 
limited unlike in tokamak H-mode and can be increased by 
the heating power. Since the expedient conceptual scale of 
pedestal is fixed as ~p=O.1 here, this means that pressure 
gradient at the edge is not limited and can be increased by 
the density and the heating power as well. 
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Fig.2 Parametric dependence of the edge electron 
temperature at p=0.9. Circles, solid triangles and solid 
squares are the cases with Rax=3.6 m, 3.75 m and 3.9m, 
respectively. 
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